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EDITORIAL
~ Th~ next. issue should be chock-a-block with group news following the AGM, so
we 11 g1ve th1S one over to articles. Jim BarnesP article should bring back a few
memories of steam on the~Joint.~
BOOK REVIEW
"The Tay Bridge Disaster" - John Thomas
1972.
"In this, the first account of the Tay bridge disaster to be based on the
John-stone papers, the true history of the event is told for the first time." So
claims Mr. Thomas in ch. I of this book, basing his account on papers accumulated
durin~ the BoT.
inquiry by Adam Johnstone, principal solicitor to the NBR, and
now kept in Register House.
In actual fact this book covers the story as already told in an immenl?ely
readable form by John Prebble in the "High Girders" and the main facts of the
episode are fairly well known anyway from general railway books. The book does
give interesting insight into behind - the - scenes manoeuvring between the NBR
and contractors, and later its legal representatives,
and some more light is
shed on the mysterious figure ~
of Sir Thomas Bouch, who is normally
assumed to have simply faded away and died after the fall of his bridge. In
actual fact he went on with his designs for the Forth bridge, and confidently
expected to be associated with the building of the new Tay bridge. Shortly after
the man's death hi~ last bridge, that over the South Esk at Montrose, was tested
by the BoT.
and during tests one pier sank 2 I/2tt, producing distortion through-out the length of the bridge. It was dismantled forthwith.
One or two little known facts about the Tay bridge case are revealed, ego the
bolts used on the bridge were made of "bes t " iron; on examination of the records
of the suppliers, it was found that they used three types of iron for their bolts "best", "best best" an d "best best b es t !", Another point of great sLgn Lf'Lc a.nce is
contained in tbe section tant3.lizingly entitled "The kink in the rails." Several
witnesses gave evidence to the NBH solicitors to the effect that there was a
deflection of some 2" to the east in the rails in the first high girder from the
south, suggesting that the line of girders had movod out of true some time before
the fall of the bridge. "It looked as if the p i.e r- had gone to the side a little"
.
said one of the bridge painters. This evi.d enc e "oms never brought' oub at the B 0 To
inquiry. Very little other "new" information is provided in the book. Hr. Thomas
also gets bis dates a little confused, stating that the bridge opened in 1879.

F'rom the technical point of view the book io very good: the diagrams make it
much easier to understand what actually went wrong with the bridge, the photo-graphs are good, and there are interesting reproductions of letters and telegrams
to do with the bridge ( the tiny mind of officialdom has caused "BTC Archives" to
be stamped carelessly over the originalsJ
Otherwise, the book stumbles into the two standard pitfalls of railway books
in general - the railway is considered entirely out of context, and "human
interest" stories are sorely" lacking.
The "Human angle" section covers one page.
On the other hand John Prebble inhis book gives the facts and he takes us back
to that time in imagination - the people concerned comp alive in his pages, we
understand the attitude of, many people to the running of trains on a Sunday, the
part railways played in the lives of ordinary people, and the wound the fall of
the bridge inflicted on Victorian engineering pride. His book would be of interest
to those who do not have the slightest interest in railways or iron bridges. I've
laboured these points in the "NB vs CR" article, but I cannot help thinking that
the style of most railway books lends colour to the popular image of a railway
~nthusiast as being some sort of crank living in a world of his own, totally
divorced from reality and incapable of sharing his enthusiasm with others.
On the 7th of March, 1972, the following death notice appeared in the
"Courier" - "Mitchell. - At Victoria Hospital, Kirkcaldy, on March 6, 1972,
Isabella Crawford Mitchell, in her 96th. year, formerly of 20 Mansefield, Leslie,
beloved daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell (driver of train
.
overwhelmed in Tay Bridge disaster) •••••• " She was two years old when her
father died.
It's all very well to write a book saying - "A bridge was planned and built
over the Tay, for various reasons it collapsed killing 75 people, a new one was
built in ita place. End of story." There was much, much more to the atory than

that ..
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Part I in an occasional series.
il I was 10 years old, I had no interest in railways whatsoever, being
~ar ~ore preoccupied with cars. In those days, I lived very close to the main
ee - Aberdeen line which ran adjacent to the garden of my best friend. But
wh~le we played football, cricket, or practised putting, we remained completely
oblivious to the trains that rumbled past over the garden wall in a fairly shallow
cutting, just to the east of West Ferry station. Whether the locomotives were
pacifics on expresses or C r6 tanks on local trains, the only impression that they
left was one of awe at the lofty moving column of white smoke, accompanied by a
great rumbling which made conversation impossible for ten seconds.
Suddenly in the summer of I958, for no apparent reason, everyone in the
neighbourhood became converted. Now when we heard a train we made a dive for the
garden wall and heaved ourselves up to sit astride it, before crouching down to
ascertain if the engine had red buffers; most of them did, in fact, but generally
only the pacifics or V2's would have them painted bright red, and they were what
we were looking for - in our innocence and ignorance we were interested solely in
the big engines, particularly if they were fitted with nameplates. Then as now, my
lack of technical knowledge of mechanical engineering is surpassed only by my
enthusiasm for aesthetic beauty which, when present in the form of a steam loco-motive, takes on a human life of its own. This, together with the juvenile
passion for collecting numbers, playing mental keepy-up with them, and sequencing
them in an "impress your friends" cerebal card index in which a number triggered
off a name and shed and vice versa, played its part in getting 'me hooked on rail-ways.
But it was the presence of nameplates which seemed to me to give personality
to a locomotive; even when it was merely pa.inted on as it was on the J36's, Glens
and Directors, it seemed to endow the engine~ with a kind of authOrity sadly
lacking even in the brightest green V2 or ex-works Biback 5. I remember being
astounded at seeing the withdrawal of "Waverley" and "Robert the Bruce" printed in
Trains Illustr~ted. Surely they could not scrap a named engine, far less a pacific.
Only incohspicuous 0-6-0'6 and boring pannier tanks from the Welsh valleys got cut
up. In the years that fol1c>wed, I was to become sadly disillusioned. Quite soon
after I had begun spotting,the names of the familiar Haymarket, St. Margarets and
Ferryhill pacifies, or streaks and shielders as we came to know them at first,
(the rather nondescript A3's received no sobriquet) had been underlined in the
ubiquitous Observer's Book of Railway Locomotives which no-one was without. By now
(1958-9) much of our free time from school was spent on the garden wall, carving
away at the soft sandstone that supported us with a penknife or sharp stone, so
that a deep s~wdusty crevice like a pretend-goldmine appeared in the long intervals
between trains.
<

My notebook of those days would reveal few surprises to anyone familiar with
the motive power available in the last years of steam - hauled expresses on the
East Coast. There were, however, a few minor rarities; for example the very first
named engine I appear to have seen on this line was "Colombo", a Gateshead A3.
Then there comes "Berwickshire", a Gresley D49 It-4-0, which I remember seeing
several times, always about 8.30 pm. hustling northwards on three coaches,
incongruously bearing an Elizabethan headboard somewhere on the rear of the last
coach. I can only presume that was a special for the benefit of through passengers
who had missed their connection. "Berwickshire" must have been the best of
Edinburgh's local run cum carriage shunting D49's, because it seemed to be reserved
for this curious duty. The only time I ever saw anything else on this train was
one night when A2 "'l'rimbush"was pressed into service. Incidentally, the preserved
"Morayshire" was the only other shire T ever saw on main-line duties after this;
it sped south through West Ferry about 7 pm. on the glorious evening of July 4th,
1959 on a 7 coach excursion. The hext year I saw three of the last survivors
clustered together as if for safety, shunting and heating carriages in the gloom
of Waverley. Apart from seeing "Morayshire" mouldering away in the open at DaIry
Road over a long period of time prior to its restoration by Mr. Fraser, I neve~
saw a "Shire" again and I have yet to set eyes on a "Hunt".
Rack in 1958 Black 5's were reasonably rare no~th of Dundee, yet one of my
ea r-L'i
e.st cops was "Glasgow Yeomanry", one of the few to merit a name;: "The Glasgow
Highlander" turned up the following yea.r running south light engine, but I had to
wait until May, 1965 to complete the sequence by seeing the other two in one day;.
"Ayrshire Yeor!lanry"at Edge Hill and "Lanarkshire Yeomanry" on Speke In. during a
marathon 18 sheds in one day tour of Liverpool and Manchester. Of course all this
drama of spotting away from home was unknowp to us in 1958-9. I was still in

junior 5cnool and had no money but a great deal of homework. We were however.
becoming disillusioned with the East Coast main line and the Gx-LNER paoifies whioh
turned up over and over again. Even the A4's which had so enraptured. me with their
beauty, dash and elan from that first Saturday afternoon on which I saw "Merlin I'

/

-3in a blur of speed on the 4.159 began to recur with what seemed then
- • ~ous regularity ••Who in their right mind could prefer a "King" which
-er a _, just ~ an average GWR 4~6=o with a big boiler. Besides, our time-en - cast excavations had undermined the sandstone boundary wall,. and it
ee~ sealed with cement by an irate father. It was clearly time to see some of
er 3 companies which had comprised the "Big Four". It was, of course,
s n"s cnoice - the haunts of the "Kings" and "W~st Countries" were in another
r_d;- Perth it seemed was wi thin range. I suppose both my best friend and I must
~a e been rather sheltered children. Certainly the 50 mile round trip odyssey by
required the presence of our respective mothers, who elected to spend a tedious
a=~ernoon on Perth station platform rather than hear of our uhtimely deaths from
s ~e third party. At last the ~X great M~ day came. We set out in ~reat excitement
n the 2.48 through train from. Broughty Ferry and quickly met our first suceess.
~ we emerged from the ~unnel into the sunless subterrainian caverns of TAy Bridge
tation, "Coldstreamer", a very green V2 with awkward-looking
red namelJlates, lay
s~ering
away at the opposite platform on a freight. The journey to Perth was
une.,entful apart from the first impression created by Kingoodie quarry:- there was
a startling contrast between the everyday industrial bustle and activity on the
astal estuary and the gaping crater surrounded by trees and filled with black
r octing water, over wh i.ch the train passed slowly and noiselessly - where no birds
- g.

As we drew into the Dundee platform at Perth, a Lar-ge green locomotive with a
high running plate and smoke deflectors became vis~ble on the southbound centre
road. It Vias blowing-off impatiently with an air of great self importance. What on
earth was it? It was a pacific but it looked insignificant compared with the exLTER machines. On close inspection it revealed itself as 72008 "Clan r.1acleod",
which had been brought down to take out"the fish". We scrutinised it carefully for
a long time - impatient for something else to turn up. 1 can still remember with
what anticipation we awaited the arrival of the Aberdeen-Glas~w
express., Would it
be a Scot, a Jubilee, maybe even a Duchess or City, or just a Black 5? Suddenly,
the locomotive em~rged. from the gloom at the north end of the station, rounded the
slight curve under the" footbridge and glided silently up to us. All eyes focussed
on th e smoke-box door •••• 7B., damn! another bloody clan! 005 "Clan Mac gr-e go r-!",
Why couldn't these motive power people use their imaginations and give us a bit of
variety? Great was my chagrin, that is if I knew what that meant then. It would
f
have been greater if I had known that over the next few years, 72005 would anticipa
my every move and dog my footsteps round almost all the motive power depots I was
to visit in Scotland and Northern England. Despite reports that "Lancaster's tender
could be seen hanging out of the shed, my friend and I did not see a Coronation
that day; we were forbidden to leave the station. But we did catch a glimpse of a
t
Jubilee, Perth's own 45727 'fnflexible" backing down to take a passenger train outalready we were racing across the footbridge, our feet pounding the resonant wood,
to catch our train back to civilisation and the LNER.
Back in Dundee we noticed a Glen tentatively identified as 62484 "Glen Murran'l
tucked away in a corner of the yard. This was the beginning of the "Dundee dump"
of which a large photograph and small article appeared in the Evenine Telegraph
later in 1959 or 1960. It will be in their files if anyone doubts me. Redundant
engines such as CI6's, Directors, Glens and Scotts were collected there for
dispatch to Inverurie after a suitable interval of time, as is customary in such a
procedure. The first real ,indication of what was afoot came one evening just before
6 pm. Gordon Lowe and I were lounging in his garden just west of West Ferry statior
adjacent to the yacht club Marina, waiting for 46464 to scream through light on itf
way horoe from a day's work as the Carmyllie Pilot. It appeared on time but was
going much more, slowly than usual,' this was explained by the presence of two
largish black engines in its wake; their chimneys were sacked and they bore stran~
names - "The Fiery Cross" and IIWizard of the Moor'l. For once 'they didn't sound likl
racehorses. In the next few days more life-expired locos trundled past - NI5's.
69136/204 and IIGlen Royll. After much pleading I was taken up to Seabraes opposite
the University to see what engines in the dead line I could identify through
binoculars (it was strictly forbidden to trespass on railway property.) With some
difficul ty, "Lo r d James of Douglas 'Iand "F'Lo r-a NacIvorll were recognised, as was a
D30 "Dumb Le dyk ea " It-4-0. I think there were J35' sand
J3E/ s and there may have bee:
the odd Y9 0-4-0 saddle tank but no records hRve survived. In t~e Wifit~f of that
year a journey by road to Edinburgh via the Kincardine Bridge (my father never
trusted ferries) prOduced IIGlen Crocll, IIBailie HacWheeblell and "Jonathan Oldbuck"
in a weed-fille~ siding at Grangemouth. In steam nearby were two extraordinary
~ ~ngines to my eyes; th~ first, re6~rnbling an elephantine seamonater was

Ul'lnliatakElbly

a War Dopal..tm.~nt 2-IO.O,

the other,

a "Crab"

2-6-0,

looked like

a

compromise between modern and pre-grouping loco d~6ign with its anci~nt high sided
tender and its forceful shark's mouth like profile, caused by the inclined cylinde
and split-level running plate, which seemed to indicate that larger driving wheels

r
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,.'had ha d to be fi t t ed as an aft ertho.ught •
•
As the era of steam-hauled expresses on the East Coast came to an end, the
motive_power situation improved briefly, in the sense that different engines
began to appear. An Edinburgh - Aberdeen stopping passenger train which called at
Broughty Ferry at 9$40 am. became a through working for Carlisle Canal A3~s.
"Co ronach!", "Sir Visto" and the rare "Flamingo" (60095) were all recorded. They
could also appear on a fish train heading south and passing Broughty Ferry at
7..
35 pm. The dieselisation of the West Highland Line brought all the K4 2-6-0"s
to Thornton. and late in the evening one might substitute for a BI on a northbound
rake of clattering'empties.
I sawall
five before withdrawal in 1961-62 but
"Lord of the Isles" and "Loch Long" were the most frequent passers-by_ The odd St.
Margarets K3 could turn up on a freight but the amazing little J36's were more
common. The first named one I saw was "Hons" on a trip-freight one afternoon in
1959. In the high summer of that year a holiday in Scarborough was mooted. I
looked forward eagerly to seeing English ex-LNER engines which normally came no
farther north than Edinburgh.
(TO be continued)

.J. BARNES

NORTH ~ EAST NOTES
Aa the "Man from the North-East" as Ron Eeatt would have it~ I feel it is
worth producing an occasional item of notes and news from the Aberdeen area. It
will help broaden the horizons of all for whom civilization stops at Kinnaber Jnl
Aberdeen is experiencing considerable economic expansion at the moment due to
the influence of the North Sea oil industry and indeed this is leading to an
increase in both passenger and freight traffic going by raile In particular~ bulk
cement traffic has grown to a considerable extent.
Passenger traffic too is expanding9 although perhaps not to the same extent
as the competing commercial air traffic from Dyce ~ However, next year an e'xt ra
sleeping-car service is to be introduced on the London line, whilst plans are afoot
to speed up the Aberdeen-~lasgow
service~ using more moderri Mark II Passenger Stccko
(Do other Group members share my impression that the Aberdeen/Dundee to Glasgow
trains have the olciest and most run-down stock on BR'~) Also planned is a "TRAVELCENTRE" at Aberdeen station possibly on the lines of that at Perth. One hopes that
something will be done to remove the impression'of dereliction at the north end of
the station, following the lifting of the rails in the bay platforms.
Dependent on the negotiation of suitable contracts BR. are prepared to relay
and reopen the Maud Jn~- Peterhead branch. Ground is available at Peterhead for a
depot if required and one awaits developments with interesto Certainly track work
has been carried out of late on the Fraserburgh line and this may be a sign of the
increasing int~rest BR are showing in this rather neglected by-way.
This activity contrasts with the decline of the old Deeside line. The track=
bed is at present being sold off by BR. Aberdeen County Council are interested in
converting part of the route to a country walkway. Other parts will be taken over,
and perhaps used for housing, ser'lice roads, or = more likely = left to become
overgrown and derelict, or bulldozed and flattened into ext~nsions to fields. Yet
this was once the prestige route of the old "Great North"e
This is perhaps a suitable point to conclude~ I will try to overcome the
inevitable inertia and produce some further "North-East Notes" for a future issue.
In the meantime if any member is to be up in Aberdeen I would be pleased to give
him a guided tour of the local railway sCene - onlyAt5eOO per head. (To prove the
old saying "Once a.n Aberdonian~ always an Aberdonian.")
K. JONES
Your Editor has invested in a rubber stamp, not "because it seemed like a good idea
at the time", or "to bring the Group more into line with Continental practice prior
to our entry into the EEC"g but to mark Group envelopes so that they rnay be
distinguished from less important envelopes marked "OHHS9I or "Final Demand" etcQ
Unlike other large organisations which once had their correspondence personally
signed, then went over to using a personal rubber stamp of a directors signature,
but now only use photostats of the personal rubber stamp, rest assured that this
organisation still uses the original rubber stamp, and not copies thereof.
The following rule must be added to the ARG Rule Book 1950 ~~ 258.

Correspondence

marked "Angus Railway Group" thus f\ N GUS R l Y. G R 0 UP must be answered pr ompt Ly where
an answer is required, and severe notice will be taken of
any failure to answe~ §uch correspondence. If any Group

oorresponcianoe not
be reported without
competent person.

SO

marked is received.

delay to the Station

the "matter must
Master

or other

Correspondence
to be answered
promptly.
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A.T'l"GUS
RAILWAY
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS

GROUP

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 22nd JANUARY.

1972.

General Account

•
•

Membership

£ 12.75

fees

Indoor meetings

Collections
Refreshments

£ 25.05
17.10

7.95

£ 20.70
Stationery

,

£ 3.19

Postages

10.52

Newsletter

printing

costs

4.86
18.57
"

JJ

2.13

Tours Account
Perth/Forfar
Waterside

profit

Industrial

£ 33.58
Stearn loss

3.47
30.11

Total Funds of the Group
Represented

£ 32.24

by

Deposit account with Bank of Scotland
Deposit account with Royal Bank of Scotland

£ 2.13
30.11

£ 32.24

